Changes in behaviour, cortisol and lymphocyte types during isolation and group confinement of sheep.
This experiment compared changes in complex behaviour patterns, adrenal corticosteroid secretion and the numbers of various types of lymphocytes in sheep that were subjected to the stress of confinement. Grazing Merino ewes (n=80 in five replicated experiments) were confined either in groups of four per pen or in total isolation from other sheep. The percentage of CD4+ lymphocytes increased while the percentage of CD8+ lymphocytes decreased over the experimental period. This result was more pronounced in isolated sheep than in grouped sheep. The increase in CD4:CD8 was greater for isolated sheep than for grouped sheep and greater for 2 week sheep than for 3 week sheep. The percentage of CD5+ cells also increased, less so in isolated than in grouped animals. Interpreting these changes as a recovery of immune competence following introduction of a stressor, it is apparent that isolation impaired immune system recovery more severely than group confinement. Physiological and behavioural adaptation over the period were characterized by a decline in the adrenocortical response, resumption of the normal pattern of flocking behaviour and a reduction in motor activity during the test. These findings add to the evidence pointing to the possible correspondence between critical features of the psychoneural, neuroendocrine and immune systems.